TEST CYCLISTS WANTED
NÜWIEL is a Hamburg based startup developing electric transportation solutions for last mile logistics.
NÜWIEL is founded in 2016 by graduates of the TUHH, NIT and HAW. Our vision is to improve air quality
in big cities and reduce negative impact of traffic emissions on cities, environment and public health by
providing an alternative mobility: intelligent electric bike trailer.
The trailer is fully synchronized with the bicycle, which means it automatically accelerates and brakes.
A cyclist makes no additional effort when cycling with the trailer. Among our customers are IKEA, UPS,
Airbus, cities and others.
We are looking for motivated and enthusiastic cyclists to test a new model of our trailer. The aim is to
run a durability test, assist us in the design optimization as well as preparation of the documentation
related to test and vehicle requirements.

YOUR MISSION:
-

Perform live tests with a new model of a NÜWIEL-trailer
Prepare test results and reports
Assist in preparation documentation related vehicle requirements
Providing feedbacks and assist in product design optimization
The job starts on 1. August, min. 3 hours / day

YOU BRING:
-

Your bike
Love for cycling
Creativity and ability to work with multiple alternatives
Degree in Engineering is not required but a nice to have
Ability to solve problems in critical situations and with minimal supervision
Good English skills

WE OFFER:
-

International, supportive and friendly team
Modern office and workshop facilities in Hammerbrook
Room for creativity, own ideas and exploration
Support in personal and professional development
Internship, project work, thesis opportunities

Interested? Please send your CV and other relevant documents to we@nuwiel.de

More about NÜWIEL: nuwiel.de, FB, Instagram.
NÜWIEL GmbH

Geschäftsführung

Geschäftsadresse

St. Nr.: 47/747/00906
Ust. – ID Nr.: DE307062285

Fahad Khan, Natalia Tomiyama, Sandro Rabbiosi
Amtsgericht Hamburg HRB 142242

Brandshofer Deich 68
20539 Hamburg

